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Inside the

GOLDKAMMER
Frankfurt

BY DR. NADJA TOMOUM, DIRECTOR,
GOLDKAMMER FRANKFURT

A visit to the Goldkammer Frankfurt is
an encounter with the most magical
of all precious metals. Nowhere else
in the world can you discover so many
different facets of gold.
The metal has stirred human desire ever since one of our early
ancestors saw the first piece of gold glittering on a riverbed and could
not resist reaching out for the temptingly shiny object. This chance
discovery began humanity’s untiring search for gold and fired its
ambition to harness its properties in various ways. Frankfurt’s latest
museum brings to life the history of gold for all of the senses. The
Goldkammer has been conceived as a museum of art and cultural
history, and as an information centre for gold’s multifaceted uses as
both a material and precious metal.

HG MERZ
The entrance is located in a landmarked mansion in Frankfurt’s
Westend district within walking distance of the Alte Oper opera house.
The renowned architectural office of HG Merz was commissioned to
design the museum and has created a focused exhibition that offers
visitors the impressive experience of being at a show. Despite its small
size, the Goldkammer provides all the amenities of a modern museum,
including a permanent exhibition, a space for special exhibitions, an
exclusive events room, a café, a bistro and a museum shop.

Bronze age gold smith’s masterpiece gold bracelet formed from alluvial gold.
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A sequence of small
treasure rooms on the
first underground level,
spanning a period of
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bring more than 500
objects to life

GOLD MINE

EARLY CULTURES

Visitors are prepared for the unique world of experience while
descending to the museum in the elevator. A sequence of small
treasure rooms on the first underground level, spanning a period of
over 6,000 years, bring more than 500 objects to life. With walls of
rough natural stone, the rooms in the Prologue section have been
designed to resemble a gold mine. This area is dedicated to the
geology of gold – its origins, emergence and extraction. It focuses on
gold as a material while providing a tactile experience of the precious
metal. Digital screens and the corresponding exhibits provide clear
explanations of complex topics.

From the Prologue, visitors enter the main section of the Goldkammer,
which presents gold from various cultures. Here, in Early Cultures, the
rammed earth walls lend the objects a mysterious air and the great
skill of prehistoric goldsmiths comes into view. Cast ring idols from
south-eastern Europe are eloquent proof that the beginnings of the gold
industry lay in the Copper Age. Unique artifacts made by the Scythians,
Thracians and Achaemenids provide a glimpse of goldsmithing in the
regions around the Black Sea. In the first millennium BC, their artisans
engaged in a lively cultural exchange that is reflected in a shared formal
language – particularly in animal symbolism.
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ROTHSCHILD COLLECTION
The path through the Goldkammer culminates
is an impressive presentation of 300 standard
gold bars from the Rothschild Collection.
These bars, collected from different countries,
embody gold’s international significance as
a popular investment, collector’s item and
store of value. An animated film recounts
the economic history of gold over the last
6,000 years.

VISITOR AIDS

An impressive presentation of 300 standard
gold bars from the Rothschild & Co. Collection

An unrivalled find is the hoard of a Bronze
Age goldsmith who lived in central Europe.
His masterpiece is a solid gold bracelet
forged from alluvial gold. In Piece of Gold
– Piece of Money, gold is presented as a
sought-after object of exchange and a means
of payment. In the sixth century BC, the
Lydian king Croesus popularised the use of
silver and gold coins imprinted with his state
seal and thus guaranteed the stability of the
money in circulation.

FROM ANCIENT TO NEW WORLDS

The Goldkammer is designed
for young and old. Its mission
is to impart interesting and
surprising facts about gold
while generating enthusiasm
for the precious metal. In
the show, visitors receive a
wealth of information about
the exhibited objects, their
contexts and background.
Enthusiasts can learn more
about the objects with the
help of a free museum app
or an exhibition companion
available at the ticket desk.
These aids, however, do
not detract from a personal
engagement with the artworks.
Before regular opening
hours on workdays, the
Goldkammer is reserved for
school classes and other
groups, and it provides
activities for its youngest
visitors. Following a vein of
gold that runs through the
display rooms, they can track
down Aguila, the museum’s
mascot, who introduces them
to select objects with the help
of fairytales audible on
a smartphone.
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